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1. Introduction

The degree of dependence of modern states on Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) systems (including smart
grid [1] and cyber-physical [2] systems) has increased to such
a level that accidental or intentional damage to this infrastruc-
ture may have catastrophic consequences. Therefore, suitable
tools are needed to detect, prevent and mitigate the effects of
activities that violate the security of ICT infrastructure that is
important for effective functioning of the country and its citi-
zens. To this end, the National Cyber-Security Platform (NCP)
is being created, which will enable on-going monitoring of the
network operation and will ensure coordination on the national
level of activities aimed at detecting and preventing unwanted
situations in cyberspace. The main goal of NCP is to achieve
comprehensive, country-wide view of cyber-threats to evaluate
risk in real-time, as well as to monitor the current state of var-
ious essential services. National Cyber-Security Centres have
been established in the majority of highly developed countries
e.g. Great Britain [3], United States [4] or Netherlands [5]. They
are responsible for national cyber-security, with primary focus
on securing government networks, protecting critical national
infrastructure, and assisting businesses and citizens in protect-
ing their own systems.
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Comprehensive network analysis requires the detection of
correlation of events occurring in the cyberspace, situational
awareness as well as dynamic and static risk analysis. To de-
velop a useful and effective tool for such an analysis appropriate
methods and techniques for multidimensional data visualisation
are needed [6, 7]. Visualisation is one of the most useful tools
for cyber-security operators. By gathering appropriate data and
visualizing it logically, situational awareness is increased, and
attacks can be easily communicated to the users who need this
information and the attack can be addressed properly. This is
underscored in [8] where the authors point out that clear under-
standing of the users’ needs and addressing their requirements
are critical factors to successfully develop insightful visualisa-
tions.

To assist analysts in detecting patterns in network activity
data, and detecting anomalies, an interactive realtime dash-
board, BubbleNet, for visualizing patterns in cyber-security
data was developed [9]. This dashboard presents data in diverse
views: a view of the location in the form of a map with spatial
information encoded using Dorling-like cartograms [10], time
view in the form of bar graphs and the view of attributes that
graphically represent different data attributes.

In [11] a visual analysis system, Voila, for interactively
detecting anomalies in spatiotemporal data from a streaming
source was presented. The interactive graphical user interface
of this system consists of eight main views, including macro
and micro-maps, pattern time view and a feature inspection
view. The user can select the area on the macro-map with a
mouse and display the list of anomalies detected for this area
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on the micro-map. It can also perform zooming and shifting
operations and changing the display mode on both maps.

The VisIDAC [12] system enables real-time visualisation of
3-D data of security event log collection detected by intrusion
detection systems installed in many networks. Event data are
displayed in a graphical form on three panels: for global source
networks, target networks, and global destination networks. In
order to easily distinguish types of events, different shapes and
colors are used. It helps security analysts to immediately under-
stand the key properties of security events.

The development of a system to monitor computer network
cyber-security entails the necessity to create a multimodal in-
terface enabling intelligent control of multidimensional visu-
alisation of events occurring in cyberspace. Research work on
multimodal human-computer interfaces (HCI) has been ongo-
ing for over 40 years [13–16]. The aim of this research is to
develop methods and techniques of human-computer interac-
tion that fully utilize the means of natural communication and
human interaction with the environment. Multimodal interfaces
are characterized by two basic features: combining many types
of data and processing it all in real time under specified time
constraints [13].

Since the appearance of Bolt’s [17] “Put That There” demon-
stration system, which processed speech in parallel with touch-
pad pointing, a variety of new multimodal interfaces has
emerged [13–15, 18].

The majority of the above mentioned interfaces uses stan-
dard input devices such as a keyboard or a mouse for adjust-
ing the way the data is presented. Unfortunately an eight-hour
work-shift imposes a great burden on the muscles and joints of
the analyst. Those are generally categorised as musculoskele-
tal disorders [19–22]. Hence alternatives are looked for. The
standard methods of interaction with such systems will be re-
tained, but voice and gesture interaction at least partially alle-
viates the problem. The analyst while still working can get up
and exercise for a while, reducing the stress cumulated in the
muscles and joints. Moreover, when the operator presents the
current situation to other people it is more convenient to use
gesture and voice rather than command the system by using
standard devices. Hence a multimodal interface not only allows
analysts to adapt the presentation of the current network traf-
fic to their requirements, but also reduces the negative impact
on their wellbeing. Thus two main visualisation control modal-
ities have been added. The first commands the system by utilis-
ing static and dynamic gestures and the second by using voice-
based commands. Thus the interface interacts with an operator,
being a part of the environment, similarly to that how a robot
interacts with its environment. Hence the idea of using a sim-
ilar approach to the design of the interface that has been used
successfully to design robot controllers.

The approach followed here utilises embodied agents com-
posed of real and virtual receptors and effectors as well as a con-
trol subsystem [23–26]. The structure of the embodied agents
in the case of robotic systems and the interface is the same,
also the activities of those agents are specified in the same way,
however the environment had to be defined in a different way,
thus the treatment of some of the receptors and effectors had to

be modified. This paper, besides presenting the design method,
which can be used to build other human-machine interfaces,
presents the particular multimodal interface developed for the
Operational Centre that is a part of the NCP. Thus also the de-
sign and implementation and performance of gesture recogni-
tion and speech-recognition modules composed of embodied
agents is presented. The speech module is also responsible for
speaker identification in order to limit the access to privileged
users only, registered with the visualisation control system. The
way in which security data is presented to the operator and the
analysts has a significant impact on the efficiency of their work.
Hence the design of the interface to such systems is of utmost
importance.

There are several goals that this work wants to attain. The
research goal is to verify whether the embodied agent-based
system design methodology, that was initially applied to the
design of robotics systems, can be utilised in the creation of
smart human-computer interfaces? If yes, what modifications
are required? The technology-oriented goal is to design smart
HCI modules providing gesture recognition and speech recog-
nition capabilities, so that they can be utilised in many other
domains than just in cybersecurity system interfaces. The prac-
tical goal is organisational: to strengthen the safety and improve
communication and operation speed of cybercsecurity centers
in various institutions. Finally, there is an ergonomic goal. The
proposed interface enables the analysts to work either sitting or
standing. In the former case standard input devices will be used
and in the latter gesture and voice will be utilised. Standing po-
sition alleviates back pain problems. Moreover, an analyst can
present to the others the network situation standing far from the
screen, thus without obstructing their view. Nevertheless, we
need to highlight that this kind of command input is not treated
by us as primary.

The structure of the paper follows the design steps advocated
by software engineering: statement of requirements and func-
tionality of the interface (Section 2), system specification in-
cluding also the methodology used for that purpose (Section 3),
the most important aspects of the implementation, i.e. interac-
tion of the interface with the operating system and the voice
and gesture recognition algorithms (Section 4), tests of the in-
terface, especially the results of voice and gesture recognition
(Section 5). Section 6 provides the conclusions derived from
the conducted work and presents our future plans.

2. Functionality of the interface

The general concept and functionality of a designed system re-
sults from the requirements imposed on it. The requirements
stem from the analysis of the categories of the users of the sys-
tem and the operations that they will have to perform.

2.1. General concept and requirements. Both human-
machine interfaces (HMI) and robotic systems act at the contact
point between the software system and physical environment.
Both types of systems get stimulus from the environment. This
stimulus is detected by receptors. Subsequently the acquired
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data is processed in accordance with the task of the system.
Finally the system influences the environment through its ef-
fectors. In the case of the NCP the operator acts in the environ-
ment, he/she is the source of the stimulus and is the target of
the actions of the system.

The first step in the design of a system is its distinction from
the environment. It was assumed that the most natural form of
interaction between the operator and the NCP is the one us-
ing voice and gesture communication. Hence the NCP inter-
face was equipped with cameras and microphones. Moreover,
the operator, when bootstrapping the system, has to configure
it, and later on supervise it. For that purpose he/she uses stan-
dard input devices, such as a mouse, keyboard or touchpad. The
feedback information to the operator is presented on the screen
of the monitor, specifically in the windows appearing on it. The
interaction takes place through the cursors shifted by the oper-
ator on the screen. Those input and output devices delimit the
system. The operator acts in the physical environment, which
is extended onto the monitor screen. The system, here the NCP
and its interface, interacts with the operator using the enumer-
ated devices and the windows, as well as cursors appearing on
the screen.

Due to the fact that previous NCPs had used touchpads, key-
boards and mice as input devices, it was assumed that the voice
and gesture commands will be translated into the format cus-
tomarily produced by those input devices. Gestures are pro-
duced by hands, thus the camera images must be acquired with
adequate frequency. It was assumed that image and voice pro-
cessing must be fast enough, so that the operator issuing a com-
mand will not notice a significant delay in the reaction. In voice
analysis a delay occurs between the end of uttering a command
and the termination of its analysis. It was assumed that the ad-
missible delay is up to 1 s, because the voice analyser must
wait approximately 200 ms to decide whether the utterance has
been terminated or it will be continued, and only then can the
voice analysis be conducted, what again needs time. In the case
of image analysis the user controls the motion of the cursor,
expecting a much faster reaction and continuity of its motion.
Thus a single image must be analysed within 50 ms, and the re-
action time must be below 100 ms. The structure of the operator
interface must conform to those requirements.

The interface is configured using standard input devices and
its normal operation is stimulated by an operator using voice
or gesture commands. Moreover, it reacts to the operator com-
mands by presenting data on the screen. Thus its structure
may be defined with the use of embodied agents (see Sec. 3.1
or [27, 28]), which realise their tasks acquiring data from the
environment using receptors and influence the environment
through their effectors. However receptors and effectors must
be defined adequately. Up till now embodied agents have been
utilised to create robotic systems [24–26]. This paper shows
their utility in the design of systems not directly related to
robotics.

2.2. The tasks of the interface and categories of its opera-
tors. The interface to the NCP visualisation system plays three
roles, related to different categories of platform operators. It:

• provides to the user (e.g. NCP manager) convenient control
of visualisation of the information created by the platform,

• allows the service engineer to configure a given interface
installation,

• enables the system administrator to manage resources (in-
formation about gestures, users and voice commands) and
create models of gestures, voice commands and users.

These roles relate to three different aspects (modes) of the inter-
face functioning: configuration, administration (modeling and
data management) and control.

The user uses the interface to command the system. The ser-
vice technician configures the equipment and parameterises the
software executing image and speech analysis. The hardware
and software configuration of each module consists of provid-
ing the values of internal parameters for a given installation
of the visualisation system. The administrator manages: ges-
ture models, command models and user data, but above all pro-
vides training data and supervises the learning process (model
creation). This applies to both the management of information
about the system users and the commands the system has to
recognise. In the case of user data management, it is possible
to append new users to the system or remove those who are not
needed, and edit the data. In the case of commands, it is possi-
ble to add, remove or edit them.

Learning is used to define the assignments of gestures to
commands and voice utterances to commands. Moreover, it is
used to recognise the speaker to determine his/her eligibility. It
is anticipated that different categories of users will be eligible
to exert different influence over the system. The learning pro-
cess takes place in two phases. First, samples in the appropriate
form are collected, and then the respective classifier learns us-
ing them. Supervision over the learning process rests with the
system administrator.

Control consists of recognizing user commands conveyed by
voice or gesture. These commands are transformed into stimuli
customarily generated by the mouse (cursor movement, click-
ing), keyboard (pressing a key) or the touch screen (touch).
These stimulants affect the windows represented by agents or
supplementary programs running on the computer. The stimuli
are interpreted by these agents or programs as, for example, ro-
tation of the image, zooming in or out of the view displayed in
the window.

In the case of the presented interface, the gestures and voice
commands are integrated and subsequently transformed into
visualisation control codes accepted by the platform, so that
their effects on the screen can be observed by the user in his/her
preferred form.

3. Specification of the interface

Any complex system must be decomposed into manageable
components. Usually hierarchical decomposition is used. In the
case of the NCP interface a two layer decomposition has been
used. The upper layer consisted of modules. The lower layer re-
sulted from the subdivision of modules into embodied agents.
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3.1. Embodied agents. In the classical approach an agent
is defined as an entity acting autonomously, perceiving its
environment, having a persistent nature, possessing the abil-
ity of adapting to the changes occurring in the environment,
and moreover being able to assume the goal of another agent
[29–32]. Nevertheless, here a more concise definition is as-
sumed, at the same time stating it in more general terms. It has
been assumed that an agent is an entity striving to execute a
certain task, perceiving its environment and influencing it ra-
tionally. The accomplishment of the task is the agent’s internal
urge to act. The task is realised in the environment, taking into
account the conditions prevailing in that environment. For that
purpose the agent uses its receptors to collect data and its ef-
fectors to exert its influence upon the ambience. If the agent
operates in a material environment it needs a physical body
(embodiment), to be able to influence it, thus it is an embod-
ied agent [27, 28]. The agent structure of the designed system
will be presented further on, here it suffices to notice that the ac-
tions of the operator, treated as a part of the environment, are de-
tected by such receptors as cameras and microphones, while the
NCP influences the operator through windows appearing on the
screen, thus both the elements of windows displaying informa-
tion and the cursors are treated as effectors. The task of the in-
terface is to recognise the operator commands and to transform
them into adequate visualisation of the NCP data. The benefit
of using embodied agent meta-model to define a particular sys-
tem model (its specification) is that an associated formal nota-
tion can be employed that facilitates the description of both the
structure and the activities of the system [24,27,28]. Moreover,
the transformation of such a specification into the code of the
system is fairly simple. The main elements of the used notation
are described herein. Each agent or its subsystem is denoted by
a central symbol from the set {a,c,e,r,C,E,R}, representing
its type. Particular subsystems and their components use this
central symbol, however are distinguished by specific indices.
Agent a j, where j is its name, is composed of: real effectors
E j,m (m – effector designator) interacting with the environment
(in the case of NCP interface those are the windows and cur-
sors appearing on the screen), real receptors1 R j,l (l – sensor
designator) gathering data about the state of the environment
(in the case of NCP interface those are: cameras, microphones
and other input devices), and the control system C j executing
the task by influencing the effectors, and taking into account
the readings obtained from the receptors. The control system
C j is composed of three types of subsystems: virtual effectors
e j, virtual receptors r j and the control subsystem c j. An agent
may contain many real receptors R j,l and many virtual recep-
tors r j,k, where l and k are their designators. Similarly it may
contain many real effectors E j,m and many virtual effectors e j,n,
where m and n are their names. Virtual receptors r j,k and virtual
effectors e j,n can be treated as the means for presenting the en-
vironment and the real devices to the control subsystem in such
a way that expression of the task becomes straight forward. In
the case of the NCP interface virtual effectors transform com-

1Strictly speaking those are the exteroceptors, as proprioceptors are directly
coupled with effectors.

plex operator commands into elementary commands affecting
windows and cursors presented on the computer screen, while
the virtual receptors transform the sensor readings into abstract
concepts needed for concise expression of the realised task.
Agents may also communicate with each other, thus they can
form a network. Figure 1 presents the internal structure of an
embodied agent.
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Fig. 1. General structure of an embodied agent a j

Subsystems of agent a j, i.e.: control subsystem c j, virtual ef-
fectors e j,n, virtual receptors r j,k, real effectors E j,m and real
receptors R j,l communicate using buffers (Fig. 1). Denotations
of subsystem input buffers contain a left subscript x, the out-
put buffers use y, while the internal memory does not have this
subscript. The left superscript in those denotations points out
the type of subsystem that the buffer interacts with.

Every subsystem acts according to the same pattern [24–26].
Each one contains a finite state machine (FSM). With each of
its state a behaviour is associated. Each behaviour is parame-
terised by a transition function, which takes as arguments the
values contained in the subsystem input buffers as well as its
internal memory and produces values for the output buffers and
the internal memory. Moreover, the behaviour is parameterised
by two predicates: terminal condition and error condition. The
behaviour is repeated as long as both of those predicates are
false. Termination of the behaviour causes the FSM to transit
to its next state, which is chosen based on the initial conditions
labeling the directed arcs of the FSM graph. The activities re-
alised by the behaviour depend solely on the definition of the
transition function it is parameterised by. The behaviour pat-
tern, besides the evaluation of the transition function, reads-in
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the new values into the input buffers and dispatches the data
contained in the output buffers to the other subsystems.

The general design method consists in the execution of the
following items in the order preferred by the designer. As the
design procedure of any complex system is iterative, the or-
der of the execution of its steps in each iteration might change.
Taking into account the overall task of the defined system the
designer must determine:
• necessary real effectors and receptors,
• number of agents and assign to them the real effectors and

receptors (taking into account the transmission delays and
the necessary computational power),

• individual tasks of each agent,
• virtual receptors and effectors for each agent, thus defining

the concepts that the control subsystem will be using to ex-
press the task of the agent,

• finite state machine (FSM) switching the behaviours for
each subsystem within each agent,

• behaviours executed in each FSM state, including their pa-
rameters: transition functions, terminal and error condi-
tions.

Each behaviour is a template iteratively reading-in the argu-
ments and writing-out the results of computation of the transi-
tion function, until the terminal or error condition (predicates)
is satisfied. This step of the design procedure is neglected here
for brevity. The names of behaviours have to suffice, instead of
precise definitions of the mentioned functions.

3.2. Structure of the system. The system is composed of
the interface modules and the platform, also being a module
(Fig. 2). Each module of the interface is composed of agents.
The interface consists of the following modules: presentation,
video and audio. The number of interface modules results from
the way the operator interacts with the interface and how the
interface interacts with the platform. The user commands the
system either by voice or by gestures, so there are two separate
command sources, and hence two separate modules that pro-
cess them: audio and vision. Regardless of the source, the com-
mands must affect the operation of the platform without con-
flict. Therefore, a single platform controller, aggregating com-
mands received from various sources, is optimal. This com-
mand aggregation is done by the presentation module. Hence
the three-module interface structure. Moreover, the platform it-
self can be treated as a module composed of agents.
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Fig. 2. Interactions between the interface modules and the platform

The presentation module is responsible for interpreting in-
structions obtained from modules processing the users’ com-
mands (i.e. video and audio modules). This module conveys

the visualisation control codes to the platform, so that it can
display the required information in the form demanded by the
user. The presentation module accomplishes this by emulating
specific input devices. As a result of this emulation, imitations
of codes customarily produced by the input devices are trans-
mitted to the agents representing windows, and in consequence,
the desired effects appear on the screen. The vision module is
used to process commands produced by gestures, while the au-
dio module deals with voice commands and speaker identifi-
cation.

3.3. Decomposition of the interface modules into agents.
Each of the modules is composed of a set of agents. The
structure of the presentation module is presented in Fig. 3,
audio module in Fig. 4 and vision module in Fig. 5. Each
of the three modules uses window agents aα , where α ∈
{pGUI, aGUI_init, aGUI_user, aGUI_cmd, aGUI_ctrl, vGUI}.
They are responsible for producing windows visualised on
the screen. The screen is treated as a part of the environment.
Figure 6 defines the general structure of a window agent. Its
real effectors are the boxes enabling the presentation of data
on the screen, and its real receptors are the elements of the
window sensitive to the stimulus generated by the real effectors
of the agent aOID (Operator Interface Devices). The graph of
the FSM of the control subsystem of an agent aα is presented
in Fig. 7. In the first state, cS init

α , it initialises its memory and
in the second, cScontrol

α , where it stays ever after, it reacts to
the stimulus from the agent aOID via its real receptors and to
the other agents via inter agent communication buffers. The
interaction between the aOID and any of the window agents
aα is equivalent to communication through the environment,

Fig. 3. Structure of the presentation module
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Fig. 4. Structure of the audio module

Fig. 5. Structure of the vision module
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the new values into the input buffers and dispatches the data
contained in the output buffers to the other subsystems.

The general design method consists in the execution of the
following items in the order preferred by the designer. As the
design procedure of any complex system is iterative, the or-
der of the execution of its steps in each iteration might change.
Taking into account the overall task of the defined system the
designer must determine:
• necessary real effectors and receptors,
• number of agents and assign to them the real effectors and

receptors (taking into account the transmission delays and
the necessary computational power),

• individual tasks of each agent,
• virtual receptors and effectors for each agent, thus defining

the concepts that the control subsystem will be using to ex-
press the task of the agent,

• finite state machine (FSM) switching the behaviours for
each subsystem within each agent,

• behaviours executed in each FSM state, including their pa-
rameters: transition functions, terminal and error condi-
tions.

Each behaviour is a template iteratively reading-in the argu-
ments and writing-out the results of computation of the transi-
tion function, until the terminal or error condition (predicates)
is satisfied. This step of the design procedure is neglected here
for brevity. The names of behaviours have to suffice, instead of
precise definitions of the mentioned functions.

3.2. Structure of the system. The system is composed of
the interface modules and the platform, also being a module
(Fig. 2). Each module of the interface is composed of agents.
The interface consists of the following modules: presentation,
video and audio. The number of interface modules results from
the way the operator interacts with the interface and how the
interface interacts with the platform. The user commands the
system either by voice or by gestures, so there are two separate
command sources, and hence two separate modules that pro-
cess them: audio and vision. Regardless of the source, the com-
mands must affect the operation of the platform without con-
flict. Therefore, a single platform controller, aggregating com-
mands received from various sources, is optimal. This com-
mand aggregation is done by the presentation module. Hence
the three-module interface structure. Moreover, the platform it-
self can be treated as a module composed of agents.
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The presentation module is responsible for interpreting in-
structions obtained from modules processing the users’ com-
mands (i.e. video and audio modules). This module conveys

the visualisation control codes to the platform, so that it can
display the required information in the form demanded by the
user. The presentation module accomplishes this by emulating
specific input devices. As a result of this emulation, imitations
of codes customarily produced by the input devices are trans-
mitted to the agents representing windows, and in consequence,
the desired effects appear on the screen. The vision module is
used to process commands produced by gestures, while the au-
dio module deals with voice commands and speaker identifi-
cation.

3.3. Decomposition of the interface modules into agents.
Each of the modules is composed of a set of agents. The
structure of the presentation module is presented in Fig. 3,
audio module in Fig. 4 and vision module in Fig. 5. Each
of the three modules uses window agents aα , where α ∈
{pGUI, aGUI_init, aGUI_user, aGUI_cmd, aGUI_ctrl, vGUI}.
They are responsible for producing windows visualised on
the screen. The screen is treated as a part of the environment.
Figure 6 defines the general structure of a window agent. Its
real effectors are the boxes enabling the presentation of data
on the screen, and its real receptors are the elements of the
window sensitive to the stimulus generated by the real effectors
of the agent aOID (Operator Interface Devices). The graph of
the FSM of the control subsystem of an agent aα is presented
in Fig. 7. In the first state, cS init

α , it initialises its memory and
in the second, cScontrol

α , where it stays ever after, it reacts to
the stimulus from the agent aOID via its real receptors and to
the other agents via inter agent communication buffers. The
interaction between the aOID and any of the window agents
aα is equivalent to communication through the environment,
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the new values into the input buffers and dispatches the data
contained in the output buffers to the other subsystems.

The general design method consists in the execution of the
following items in the order preferred by the designer. As the
design procedure of any complex system is iterative, the or-
der of the execution of its steps in each iteration might change.
Taking into account the overall task of the defined system the
designer must determine:
• necessary real effectors and receptors,
• number of agents and assign to them the real effectors and

receptors (taking into account the transmission delays and
the necessary computational power),

• individual tasks of each agent,
• virtual receptors and effectors for each agent, thus defining

the concepts that the control subsystem will be using to ex-
press the task of the agent,

• finite state machine (FSM) switching the behaviours for
each subsystem within each agent,

• behaviours executed in each FSM state, including their pa-
rameters: transition functions, terminal and error condi-
tions.

Each behaviour is a template iteratively reading-in the argu-
ments and writing-out the results of computation of the transi-
tion function, until the terminal or error condition (predicates)
is satisfied. This step of the design procedure is neglected here
for brevity. The names of behaviours have to suffice, instead of
precise definitions of the mentioned functions.

3.2. Structure of the system. The system is composed of
the interface modules and the platform, also being a module
(Fig. 2). Each module of the interface is composed of agents.
The interface consists of the following modules: presentation,
video and audio. The number of interface modules results from
the way the operator interacts with the interface and how the
interface interacts with the platform. The user commands the
system either by voice or by gestures, so there are two separate
command sources, and hence two separate modules that pro-
cess them: audio and vision. Regardless of the source, the com-
mands must affect the operation of the platform without con-
flict. Therefore, a single platform controller, aggregating com-
mands received from various sources, is optimal. This com-
mand aggregation is done by the presentation module. Hence
the three-module interface structure. Moreover, the platform it-
self can be treated as a module composed of agents.
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The presentation module is responsible for interpreting in-
structions obtained from modules processing the users’ com-
mands (i.e. video and audio modules). This module conveys

the visualisation control codes to the platform, so that it can
display the required information in the form demanded by the
user. The presentation module accomplishes this by emulating
specific input devices. As a result of this emulation, imitations
of codes customarily produced by the input devices are trans-
mitted to the agents representing windows, and in consequence,
the desired effects appear on the screen. The vision module is
used to process commands produced by gestures, while the au-
dio module deals with voice commands and speaker identifi-
cation.

3.3. Decomposition of the interface modules into agents.
Each of the modules is composed of a set of agents. The
structure of the presentation module is presented in Fig. 3,
audio module in Fig. 4 and vision module in Fig. 5. Each
of the three modules uses window agents aα , where α ∈
{pGUI, aGUI_init, aGUI_user, aGUI_cmd, aGUI_ctrl, vGUI}.
They are responsible for producing windows visualised on
the screen. The screen is treated as a part of the environment.
Figure 6 defines the general structure of a window agent. Its
real effectors are the boxes enabling the presentation of data
on the screen, and its real receptors are the elements of the
window sensitive to the stimulus generated by the real effectors
of the agent aOID (Operator Interface Devices). The graph of
the FSM of the control subsystem of an agent aα is presented
in Fig. 7. In the first state, cS init

α , it initialises its memory and
in the second, cScontrol

α , where it stays ever after, it reacts to
the stimulus from the agent aOID via its real receptors and to
the other agents via inter agent communication buffers. The
interaction between the aOID and any of the window agents
aα is equivalent to communication through the environment,
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the new values into the input buffers and dispatches the data
contained in the output buffers to the other subsystems.

The general design method consists in the execution of the
following items in the order preferred by the designer. As the
design procedure of any complex system is iterative, the or-
der of the execution of its steps in each iteration might change.
Taking into account the overall task of the defined system the
designer must determine:
• necessary real effectors and receptors,
• number of agents and assign to them the real effectors and

receptors (taking into account the transmission delays and
the necessary computational power),

• individual tasks of each agent,
• virtual receptors and effectors for each agent, thus defining

the concepts that the control subsystem will be using to ex-
press the task of the agent,

• finite state machine (FSM) switching the behaviours for
each subsystem within each agent,

• behaviours executed in each FSM state, including their pa-
rameters: transition functions, terminal and error condi-
tions.

Each behaviour is a template iteratively reading-in the argu-
ments and writing-out the results of computation of the transi-
tion function, until the terminal or error condition (predicates)
is satisfied. This step of the design procedure is neglected here
for brevity. The names of behaviours have to suffice, instead of
precise definitions of the mentioned functions.

3.2. Structure of the system. The system is composed of
the interface modules and the platform, also being a module
(Fig. 2). Each module of the interface is composed of agents.
The interface consists of the following modules: presentation,
video and audio. The number of interface modules results from
the way the operator interacts with the interface and how the
interface interacts with the platform. The user commands the
system either by voice or by gestures, so there are two separate
command sources, and hence two separate modules that pro-
cess them: audio and vision. Regardless of the source, the com-
mands must affect the operation of the platform without con-
flict. Therefore, a single platform controller, aggregating com-
mands received from various sources, is optimal. This com-
mand aggregation is done by the presentation module. Hence
the three-module interface structure. Moreover, the platform it-
self can be treated as a module composed of agents.
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The presentation module is responsible for interpreting in-
structions obtained from modules processing the users’ com-
mands (i.e. video and audio modules). This module conveys

the visualisation control codes to the platform, so that it can
display the required information in the form demanded by the
user. The presentation module accomplishes this by emulating
specific input devices. As a result of this emulation, imitations
of codes customarily produced by the input devices are trans-
mitted to the agents representing windows, and in consequence,
the desired effects appear on the screen. The vision module is
used to process commands produced by gestures, while the au-
dio module deals with voice commands and speaker identifi-
cation.

3.3. Decomposition of the interface modules into agents.
Each of the modules is composed of a set of agents. The
structure of the presentation module is presented in Fig. 3,
audio module in Fig. 4 and vision module in Fig. 5. Each
of the three modules uses window agents aα , where α ∈
{pGUI, aGUI_init, aGUI_user, aGUI_cmd, aGUI_ctrl, vGUI}.
They are responsible for producing windows visualised on
the screen. The screen is treated as a part of the environment.
Figure 6 defines the general structure of a window agent. Its
real effectors are the boxes enabling the presentation of data
on the screen, and its real receptors are the elements of the
window sensitive to the stimulus generated by the real effectors
of the agent aOID (Operator Interface Devices). The graph of
the FSM of the control subsystem of an agent aα is presented
in Fig. 7. In the first state, cS init

α , it initialises its memory and
in the second, cScontrol

α , where it stays ever after, it reacts to
the stimulus from the agent aOID via its real receptors and to
the other agents via inter agent communication buffers. The
interaction between the aOID and any of the window agents
aα is equivalent to communication through the environment,
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Fig. 6. General structure of a window agent aα ; where α is the name
of the agent producing the window on the screen, β is the name of the
agent with which aα communicates, φ is a set of information presenta-
tion boxes of a window agent aα (such as text fields), and ϕ is a set of
action grabbers of a window agent aα (such as buttons). The following
pairs exist: α = pGUI and β = prez, α = visionGUI and β = vision,

α = aGUI_ω and β = audio (where ω ∈ {init, user, cmd, ctrl})

Fig. 7. FSM of the control subsystem of a window agent aα

i.e. the screen, and is thus called stigmergy [33]. The real
effectors of the agent aOID represent the cursors, or speaking
more precisely, stimuli generators, which produce stimuli
usually caused by computer mouses, keyboards or touch
screens. Its real receptors are: computer mouse, keyboard or
touch screen. The agent aOID interacts with a window agent aα
in the following way:
• aOID in reaction to the stimulus produced by its real re-

ceptors, produces actions of its real effectors (i.e. cursors),
which affect the real receptors of a window agent aα (i.e.
button or slider),

• window agent aα perceives the stimulus via its real recep-
tors and adequately reacts to it.

3.4. Presentation module. The presentation module is com-
posed of three agents: aprez (Fig. 8), aOID (Fig. 9) and apGUI
(Fig. 6). The control subsystem cprez of the agent aprez contains
inter-agent communication buffers, connected not only to the
other agents forming the presentation module, but also to aaudio
and avision. The responsibility of aprez, and thus its control sub-
system cprez, are as follows:
• transformation of the gesture identifiers (instructions), de-

livered by avision, into codes usually produced by input de-
vices, such as mouse, keyboard, touch screen, and transmis-
sion of those codes to aOID,

Fig. 8. Structure of the agent aprez

Fig. 9. Structure of the agent aOID, where γ ∈ { mouse, keyboard,
touch screen}, δ ∈ {mainPointer, secPointer, keyExecutor}

• transformation of the voice command identifiers, delivered
by aaudio, into codes usually produced by a keyboard and
transmission of those codes to aOID,

• transmission of operation mode switch commands to avision
and aaudio – these commands are delivered by the window
agent apGUI of the presentation module,

• transmission of logging information to apGUI for visu-
alisation on the screen – the logging information is provided
by cprez itself and by other agents: avision and aaudio.

The FSM of cprez is presented in Fig. 10. In its first state,
cS init

prez, the memory of the control subsystem is initialised and in
the second, cScontrol

prez , information obtained from the other mod-
ules via inter-agent communication buffers is fused, and com-
mands for the agent aOID are generated. The agent aOID drives
three real effectors (cursors): EOID,mainPointer and EOID,secPointer,
as well as EOID,keyExecutor. The last one produces the stimu-
lus usually caused by a keyboard. The task of aOID is to ini-

Fig. 10. FSM of the control subsystem cprez
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tiate actions triggered by input devices. The mentioned ac-
tions are caused by the real effectors EOID,δ , where δ ∈
{mainPointer,secPointer,keyExecutor}. Those effectors inter-
act through stigmergy with the receptors of the agents present-
ing windows on the screen. The aOID causes the actions in re-
sponse to the requests from aprez or to stimulus produced by
a human operating the real receptors ROID,γ of aOID, where
γ ∈ {mouse,keyboard, touch screen}.

The graph of the FSM of the control subsystem cOID is pre-
sented in Fig. 11. In the first state, cS init

OID, the memory of cOID is
initialised and in the second, cScontrol

OID , commands obtained from
rOID,1 and aprez (in the latter case via inter-agent communica-
tion buffers) are processed, and commands for real effectors are
produced, e.g. to move a pointer called mainPointer or to exe-
cute a keystroke.

Fig. 11. FSM of the control subsystem cOID

The agent apGUI produces a window displayed on the screen.
It is responsible for:
• presenting the information delivered by aprez (namely log-

ging information),
• perceiving stimulus from the environment (i.e. the computer

screen). This stimulus is produced by the agent aOID as a re-
sponse to the actions of the operator. This stimulus is sensed
by the buttons, check lists and sliders of the window pro-
duced by the agent apGUI on the computer screen.

3.5. Audio module. The audio module consists of five agents:
• aaGUI_init, which produces a window used to select subse-

quent windows: user management, command and control
windows,

• aaGUI_user, which creates the window used for the manage-
ment of the audio module,

• aaGUI_cmd, which forms the window for managing com-
mands recognised by the audio module,

• aaGUI_ctrl, which presents the window for management of
recordings, model creation based on acquired sound record-
ings as well as control and

• aaudio.
The first four of them are window agents aα , where α ∈
{aGUI_init,aGUI_user,aGUI_cmd,aGUI_ctrl} (Fig. 6). Each
of them produces a single window having buttons and message
boxes for displaying information. Out of the four enumerated
window agents aα only one is active at a time.

The control subsystem caudio of the agent aaudio (Fig. 12) ac-
quires data from the virtual receptor raudio,mic and influences
the virtual effector eaudio,ls. It uses transmission buffers to com-
municate with the agent aprez and the above-mentioned window
agents of the audio module. The virtual receptor raudio,mic ag-
gregates data from the real receptor Raudio,mic, which contains
microphones, analog-to-digital converter and a software driver
of this transducer installed in the operating system. The virtual
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Fig. 12. Structure of the audio agent aaudio, where
ω ∈ {init,user,cmd,ctrl}

effector eaudio,ls controls the real effector Eaudio,ls, which repre-
sents a computer speaker or a stand alone sound system.

The audio module, and more specifically the control subsys-
tem caudio of the agent aaudio, enables the system administrator
to create and manage models of commands and users, and en-
ables the user to control the NCP using voice commands. The
administrator influences the audio module by communicating
with the agent aOID using its receptors. The agent aOID uses its
effectors to interact with the audio module window agents aα
using stigmergy. Stigmergy has to be used, as the source of the
stimulus is the operator.

The activities of window agents aα consist in acquiring data
from the real receptors monitoring the environment (e.g. win-
dow buttons), sending the relevant information to the agent
aaudio, receiving data from aaudio and displaying it using its real
effectors (appropriate message boxes).

The graph of the FSM presented in Fig. 13 defines what be-
haviours the control subsystem caudio of agent aaudio executes.
With each state of the FSM a single behaviour is associated. In
the states cS init

audio and cSmanage
audio caudio waits for messages pro-

duced by the agent aaGUI_init. Depending on the received mes-
sage, the FSM of caudio chooses the next state. In states cScontrol

audio ,
cS recordings

audio , cSusers
audio, cScommands

audio or cS learning
audio it executes the be-

haviour triggered by the delivered message and after that re-
turns to the state it had been previously in. Behaviours create
and destroy window agents aα – causing their windows to ap-
pear on or disappear from the screen. Thus in cScontrol

audio the agent
aaGUI_cmd is created, enabling voice command recognition, i.e.
continuous audio acquisition, speech detection and analysis of
each isolated portion of speech in order to recognise the speaker
and the command. Depending on whether the speaker has been
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tiate actions triggered by input devices. The mentioned ac-
tions are caused by the real effectors EOID,δ , where δ ∈
{mainPointer,secPointer,keyExecutor}. Those effectors inter-
act through stigmergy with the receptors of the agents present-
ing windows on the screen. The aOID causes the actions in re-
sponse to the requests from aprez or to stimulus produced by
a human operating the real receptors ROID,γ of aOID, where
γ ∈ {mouse,keyboard, touch screen}.

The graph of the FSM of the control subsystem cOID is pre-
sented in Fig. 11. In the first state, cS init

OID, the memory of cOID is
initialised and in the second, cScontrol

OID , commands obtained from
rOID,1 and aprez (in the latter case via inter-agent communica-
tion buffers) are processed, and commands for real effectors are
produced, e.g. to move a pointer called mainPointer or to exe-
cute a keystroke.

Fig. 11. FSM of the control subsystem cOID

The agent apGUI produces a window displayed on the screen.
It is responsible for:
• presenting the information delivered by aprez (namely log-

ging information),
• perceiving stimulus from the environment (i.e. the computer

screen). This stimulus is produced by the agent aOID as a re-
sponse to the actions of the operator. This stimulus is sensed
by the buttons, check lists and sliders of the window pro-
duced by the agent apGUI on the computer screen.

3.5. Audio module. The audio module consists of five agents:
• aaGUI_init, which produces a window used to select subse-

quent windows: user management, command and control
windows,

• aaGUI_user, which creates the window used for the manage-
ment of the audio module,

• aaGUI_cmd, which forms the window for managing com-
mands recognised by the audio module,

• aaGUI_ctrl, which presents the window for management of
recordings, model creation based on acquired sound record-
ings as well as control and

• aaudio.
The first four of them are window agents aα , where α ∈
{aGUI_init,aGUI_user,aGUI_cmd,aGUI_ctrl} (Fig. 6). Each
of them produces a single window having buttons and message
boxes for displaying information. Out of the four enumerated
window agents aα only one is active at a time.

The control subsystem caudio of the agent aaudio (Fig. 12) ac-
quires data from the virtual receptor raudio,mic and influences
the virtual effector eaudio,ls. It uses transmission buffers to com-
municate with the agent aprez and the above-mentioned window
agents of the audio module. The virtual receptor raudio,mic ag-
gregates data from the real receptor Raudio,mic, which contains
microphones, analog-to-digital converter and a software driver
of this transducer installed in the operating system. The virtual
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Fig. 12. Structure of the audio agent aaudio, where
ω ∈ {init,user,cmd,ctrl}

effector eaudio,ls controls the real effector Eaudio,ls, which repre-
sents a computer speaker or a stand alone sound system.

The audio module, and more specifically the control subsys-
tem caudio of the agent aaudio, enables the system administrator
to create and manage models of commands and users, and en-
ables the user to control the NCP using voice commands. The
administrator influences the audio module by communicating
with the agent aOID using its receptors. The agent aOID uses its
effectors to interact with the audio module window agents aα
using stigmergy. Stigmergy has to be used, as the source of the
stimulus is the operator.

The activities of window agents aα consist in acquiring data
from the real receptors monitoring the environment (e.g. win-
dow buttons), sending the relevant information to the agent
aaudio, receiving data from aaudio and displaying it using its real
effectors (appropriate message boxes).

The graph of the FSM presented in Fig. 13 defines what be-
haviours the control subsystem caudio of agent aaudio executes.
With each state of the FSM a single behaviour is associated. In
the states cS init

audio and cSmanage
audio caudio waits for messages pro-

duced by the agent aaGUI_init. Depending on the received mes-
sage, the FSM of caudio chooses the next state. In states cScontrol

audio ,
cS recordings

audio , cSusers
audio, cScommands

audio or cS learning
audio it executes the be-

haviour triggered by the delivered message and after that re-
turns to the state it had been previously in. Behaviours create
and destroy window agents aα – causing their windows to ap-
pear on or disappear from the screen. Thus in cScontrol

audio the agent
aaGUI_cmd is created, enabling voice command recognition, i.e.
continuous audio acquisition, speech detection and analysis of
each isolated portion of speech in order to recognise the speaker
and the command. Depending on whether the speaker has been
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Fig. 13. The FSM switching behaviours of the control subsystem caudio
of the agent aaudio

detected or not, a dedicated command model is used (either a
command model for the recognised user or a general command
model). When the behaviour associated with the state cScontrol

audio
terminates, the agent aaGUI_cmd disappears from the audio mod-
ule. The behaviour associated with cSmanage

audio is responsible for
deciding what types of resources the agent aaudio will manage.
The behaviour associated with:
• cScommands

audio creates the agent aaGUI_cmd enabling the man-
agement of the configuration files containing commands,

• cSusers
audio creates the agent aaGUI_user enabling the manage-

ment of the configuration files containing user data,
• cS recordings

audio creates the agent aaGUI_ctrl conducting a record-
ing session for each of the selected users,

• cS learning
audio creates the agent aaGUI_ctrl enabling the learning

process, i.e. automatic creation of the user and command
models based on previously acquired voice samples (during
recording sessions with the participation of the users).

The recording session requires recording n samples (repeti-
tions) for all commands loaded from the configuration file,
where n is the number of samples defined by the administra-
tor of the audio module. During the recording session, caudio
communicates with the virtual receptor raudio,mic in order to ac-
quire the audio signal and with the agent’s control subsystem
aaGUI_ctrl in order to transmit the recorded sample oscillogram,
and also with the virtual effector eaudio,ls to replay the recog-
nised command using the speakers, and finally it creates a wave
file with a recorded sample being part of the internal memory
of the control subsystem caudio.

The learning process is performed almost exclusively by the
control subsystem caudio, which includes the functions neces-
sary for decoding data from the wave format, pre-analysis and
parametrisation of the speech signal, creating user and com-
mand models, and translating the created models into appro-
priate files. Encoded data in the wave format is sent to the
control subsystem caudio, which subsequently stores it within
its internal memory. If necessary, caudio can read the data from
its internal memory and send it to the virtual receptor raudio,mic,
which decodes the data represented in the wave format into the
form of a vector of signal samples (numbers), and in this form
it stores the data while processing it.

3.6. Vision module The vision module consists of three
agents (Fig. 5). The main one, avision (Fig. 14), is responsible
for the gesture recognition task. It communicates with the avGUI
and avDB (Fig. 15), which are responsible for the graphical user
interface and database management respectively.

Fig. 14. Structure of the agent avision

Fig. 15. Structure of the agent avDB

The agent avision contains the control subsystem cvision, vir-
tual receptor rvision and two real receptors Rvision,1 and Rvision,2,
being two RGB cameras in a stereo configuration. The virtual
receptor rvision is mainly responsible for preprocessing images
obtained from the cameras Rvision,1 and Rvision,2. However, it
also can input the calibration data from the control subsys-
tem cvision.

The database agent avDB is a purely computational agent,
thus contains only the control subsystem cvDB. The window
agent avGUI assumes the role of the user interface producing
a window. It possesses an effector and a receptor, similarly to
other window agents aα (Fig. 6). The agent avision communi-
cates also with the agent aprez, in order to deliver to it the rec-
ognized gestures.

The major activities of the agent avision are represented by
the FSM (Fig. 16) of its control subsystem cvision. The be-
haviour associated with the state cS init

vision initiates the commu-
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nication with avDB. This behaviour gets the gesture models and
other necessary information (e.g. camera calibration parame-
ters) from the database agent avDB. After proper initialization
the FSM proceeds to subsequent states, in which the agent lo-
cates the face (cS face−localization

vision ) and the palms of the operator
(cSpalm−localization

vision ). When the operator’s face and palms are lo-
cated the process of tracing them can be initiated. For that the
FSM transits to the state cSgesture−recognition

vision , with which a be-
haviour recognizing and interpreting gestures is associated. In
the case of palm or face tracking failure, the FSM switches to
one of the previous states, in which localisations of the palms
and the face are conducted once more.

Fig. 16. The FSM switching behaviours of the control subsystem
cvision of the of agent avision

The FSM of the control subsystem cvGUI of the agent avGUI
has only one state. The behaviour associated with that state dis-
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Fig. 17. Diagram of inter-agent and intra-agent communication used in the NCP interface

plays images sent by avision. Moreover, it sends to avision the
requests resulting from the interaction through stigmergy with
the agent aOID.

Database agent avDB is a common storage for trained clas-
sifiers and calibration parameters. This information is retrieved
by the vision agent avision during the startup. Agent avDB has
only one state, in which it responds to all the data queries.

4. Implementation of the interface

The interface, as any software executed on a computer, must
interact with its operating system, thus at the implementation
stage this interaction must be defined. Moreover, the implemen-
tation defines the specific algorithms used to process data. In the
case of the designed interface these are the voice and gesture
recognition algorithms.

4.1. Interaction of the interface with the operating system.
One of the fundamental implementation decisions, that must
be made when designing a robotic system, is the determination
of the number of computers that need to be used to deliver
the necessary computational power to execute the task that
the system is put to. In the case of a relatively low compu-
tational power requirements, the code of all agents included
in the designed system can be located in one computer.
This is the case of the NCP interface. Figure 17 presents
the general principle governing the interaction between
the agents (inter-agent communication) and between their
subsystems (intra-agent communication), where all agents
and subsystems are executed on the same computer. For the
purpose of clarity only two agents are presented. They are
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nication with avDB. This behaviour gets the gesture models and
other necessary information (e.g. camera calibration parame-
ters) from the database agent avDB. After proper initialization
the FSM proceeds to subsequent states, in which the agent lo-
cates the face (cS face−localization

vision ) and the palms of the operator
(cSpalm−localization

vision ). When the operator’s face and palms are lo-
cated the process of tracing them can be initiated. For that the
FSM transits to the state cSgesture−recognition

vision , with which a be-
haviour recognizing and interpreting gestures is associated. In
the case of palm or face tracking failure, the FSM switches to
one of the previous states, in which localisations of the palms
and the face are conducted once more.

Fig. 16. The FSM switching behaviours of the control subsystem
cvision of the of agent avision

The FSM of the control subsystem cvGUI of the agent avGUI
has only one state. The behaviour associated with that state dis-
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plays images sent by avision. Moreover, it sends to avision the
requests resulting from the interaction through stigmergy with
the agent aOID.

Database agent avDB is a common storage for trained clas-
sifiers and calibration parameters. This information is retrieved
by the vision agent avision during the startup. Agent avDB has
only one state, in which it responds to all the data queries.

4. Implementation of the interface

The interface, as any software executed on a computer, must
interact with its operating system, thus at the implementation
stage this interaction must be defined. Moreover, the implemen-
tation defines the specific algorithms used to process data. In the
case of the designed interface these are the voice and gesture
recognition algorithms.

4.1. Interaction of the interface with the operating system.
One of the fundamental implementation decisions, that must
be made when designing a robotic system, is the determination
of the number of computers that need to be used to deliver
the necessary computational power to execute the task that
the system is put to. In the case of a relatively low compu-
tational power requirements, the code of all agents included
in the designed system can be located in one computer.
This is the case of the NCP interface. Figure 17 presents
the general principle governing the interaction between
the agents (inter-agent communication) and between their
subsystems (intra-agent communication), where all agents
and subsystems are executed on the same computer. For the
purpose of clarity only two agents are presented. They are
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represented by a1 and a2, each having just one receptor and one
effector. In the case of all agents residing on the same com-
puter both the intra-agent and inter-agent communication takes
place via the operating system. This figure also shows the in-
terrelation between the subsystems and the drivers of devices,
and between the drivers and hardware devices used by the NCP
interface. The implementation assumes the creation of a three-
layer structure, in which the upper layer is directly defined by
the specification. The middle layer corresponds to the operat-
ing system. This layer consists of both the device drivers, being
parts of real receptors and real effectors, as well as the software
that organizes the transfer of information between threads and
processes. The lowest layer consists of hardware devices, also
being part of real receptors and real effectors. Those devices can
also be computer based, thus they can contain software created
by the hardware manufacturers, however that is hidden from the
system designer.

4.2. Audio and speech analysis. The algorithms for audio
signal processing are performed by the audio agent aaudio.
It consists of the: control subsystem caudio, virtual receptor
raudio,mic, virtual effector eaudio,ui, real receptor Raudio,mic and
real effector Eaudio,ui. The virtual receptor raudio,mic listens to
the incoming signals from the microphone Raudio,mic, when
commanded to do so by caudio. It performs signal acquisition,
digitisation and recording, i.e. signal activity detection. The vir-
tual receptor raudio,mic starts to record the signal when its ampli-
tude exceeds the noise level and stops when a sufficiently long
pause appears, or the recording buffer is full. Finally the buffer
of digitised signal samples is sent by raudio,mic to the control
subsystem caudio. The control subsystem caudio uses the digi-
tised form of those signals in the speech pre-processing and fea-
ture detection pipeline. Besides the speech pre-processing and
feature extraction (in short: speech parametrisation), the control
subsystem of the audio agent performs also other speech-related
behaviours (Fig. 13): encoding the digital speech signal to the
Wave format and decoding it from this format (both done by
the behaviour associated with state cS recordings

audio ), creating spoken
command/phrase models using recorded examples (cS learning

audio ),
creating speaker models out of recorded examples (cS learning

audio ),
recognizing spoken commands/phrases and identifying regis-
tered speakers (cScontrol

audio ). It also handles the input/output of
speech models from/to the operating system file system. In the
state cS learning

audio the model is created, thus it has to be memo-
rized, hence input is required, while in the state cScontrol

audio this
model has to be retrieved, thus input is necessary. The following
subsections give a general explanation of the speech parametri-
sation pipeline used by the behaviours of the control subsys-
tem caudio.

4.2.1. Audio signal parametrisation. Both spoken command
recognition and speaker identification tasks use the same speech
pre-processing and feature detection pipeline (Fig. 18). As a re-
sult standard MFCC-based feature vectors are produced. In the
FSM state cScontrol

audio (Fig. 13) the associated behaviour processes
in real time a signal chunk containing an isolated spoken com-

mand. In the state cS learning
audio (Fig. 13) the chunk consists of a

single wave-file content. Thus those behaviours use the transi-
tion functions executing the same computations, but on differ-
ent data sources.

Fig. 18. The audio signal pre-processing and parametrisation pipeline

The first four steps of parametrisation are performed in the
time domain: voice activity detection (VAD), preemphasis fil-
tering, amplitude normalisation of the entire signal chunk, sig-
nal segmentation into uniformly distributed frames and the mul-
tiplication of frames by a Hamming window. Every frame is
transformed by a Fast Fourier Transform into the frequency
domain. In this domain the amplitude vector of Fourier coef-
ficients is band-filtered by a set of triangle band-passing filters
distributed according to the Mel frequency scale. After mapping
the obtained feature vector values to a logarithmic scale the in-
verse DFT (in fact the inverse cosine transform only, as the data
is real-valued only) is applied to every feature vector, leading
to cepstral features. A subvector of the first 18 elements, called
MFCC coefficients, in the cepstral domain is selected next. Af-
ter postprocessing (the so-called liftering and long-time mean
subtraction) gradients of the MFCCs with respect to time are
obtained and the final feature vector is formed. It consists of
38 elements: frame total energy and delta of such energy, 18
MFCCs and 18 delta MFCCs.

Although, due to license reasons, we decided to make our
own implementation of the feature detection pipeline, for an
interested reader several existing open-source libraries can
be recommended. The early speech recognition framework
sphinx-4 (Sun Microsystems, 2004) [34] contains, among
others, a Java language implementation of functions for speech
signal feature extraction. A more recent project KALDI [35]
has appropriate functions implemented in C++. The library
Loudia7 [36] also can be used (under a GPLv3 licence). If the
speaker recognition toolkit ALIZE [37] is to be used, it works
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with the speech signal processing t oolkit SPro [38] – its ver-
sion 5 has a BSD license, while later versions, an MIT license.

4.2.2. Spoken command modelling and recognition. It has
been assumed that spoken command recognition suits the iso-
lated speech recognition paradigm. The command dictionary
is limited to 20–50 items. Thus, the audio module deals with
a “small” speech recognition problem. Additionally, as the
command recognition task is associated in the same module
with the speaker recognition task, it is assumed, that some train-
ing samples of the commands, spoken by the trusted speaker,
will be recorded. Thus, a “closed” dictionary can be assumed
here and no phoneme coder nor phonetic transcription mod-
ule need to be implemented. This assumption leads to a sim-
plified structure of the spoken command recognition system
(Fig. 19), compared to a more universal solution for an open
dictionary case. The command models take the form of feature
maps, while the recognition process utilizes a modified DTW
(dynamic time warping) algorithm.

Fig. 19. Structure of spoken command modelling and recognition
based on feature matrices and DTW matching

4.2.3. Speaker voice modelling and recognition. Typical
speaker recognition approaches emerge from pattern recogni-
tion and machine learning domains. They employ computa-
tional techniques such as GMM clustering, SVM classifica-
tion, stochastic factor analysis, probabilistic LDA and neural
networks [39]. The basic approach, called UBM-GMM, finds
GMM mixtures in the feature vector space to represent a uni-
versal background model for all speakers and models of indi-
vidual, selected speakers to be identified [40]. The GMM-SVM
approach operates on supervectors of features, resulting from a
composition of cluster representatives, to enable the SVM clas-
sifier to learn. “Joint Factor Analysis”, “i-vectors” and PLDA
methods are based on factor analysis, performed in the space
of feature supervectors (the first two methods) or i-vectors (the
PLDA method). Recently, Deep Neural Networks are demon-
strating their applicability to speaker recognition [41].

The implementation of a speaker recognition module can be
based on the open source library provided by the project AL-
IZE [37], developed at the University of Avignon under the
GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL). Besides the ba-
sic UBM-GMM implementation, the library contains also more

advanced techniques such as SVM, Nuisance Attribute Projec-
tion and Factor Analysis. However, the presented audio module
contains our own implementation of the standard UBM-GMM
approach (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20. The UBM-GMM approach to speaker modelling and recogni-
tion

4.3. Vision module implementation. The agent avision is re-
sponsible for the whole image processing and gesture recog-
nition task. Its virtual receptor rvision aggregates and processes
the data gathered from the cameras. In the processed images
(with calculated depth information) the operator’s palms are
tracked and their gestures are recognized by the control sub-
system cvision. Those are subsequently sent to the presentation
module to trigger imitations of mouse and keyboard events.

4.3.1. Image rectification. The virtual receptor rvision uses
the calibration parameters (acquired from the control subsys-
tem cvision of the agent avision provided to it by the agent avDB)
to process images acquired by the cameras. First, the distortion
is removed from the images, and then both pictures are rectified
in such a way, that a given point in space is mapped to the same
vertical coordinate in both images.

4.3.2. Depth estimation. Based on two rectified images, us-
ing the SGBM algorithm (Semi Global Block Matching, [42]),
the disparity map is calculated. The calculated differences in
pixel positions in the left and right image can then be used to
estimate the distance from the camera to each point (using the
calculated disparity value). Having the z coordinate and camera
intrinsic parameters the x and y coordinates can then be calcu-
lated.

4.3.3. Face and hand regions detection. To detect the opera-
tor the face detection algorithm is employed. For this, the well
known and widely used cascade detector is used [43]. To make
the process robust to dynamic background (with other people
moving around) out of all detected faces only the one closest to
the camera is taken into account. If the face was properly local-
ized in the previous frames, instead of time consuming redetec-
tion, it is only tracked. In the region where the face was detected
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with the speech signal processing t oolkit SPro [38] – its ver-
sion 5 has a BSD license, while later versions, an MIT license.

4.2.2. Spoken command modelling and recognition. It has
been assumed that spoken command recognition suits the iso-
lated speech recognition paradigm. The command dictionary
is limited to 20–50 items. Thus, the audio module deals with
a “small” speech recognition problem. Additionally, as the
command recognition task is associated in the same module
with the speaker recognition task, it is assumed, that some train-
ing samples of the commands, spoken by the trusted speaker,
will be recorded. Thus, a “closed” dictionary can be assumed
here and no phoneme coder nor phonetic transcription mod-
ule need to be implemented. This assumption leads to a sim-
plified structure of the spoken command recognition system
(Fig. 19), compared to a more universal solution for an open
dictionary case. The command models take the form of feature
maps, while the recognition process utilizes a modified DTW
(dynamic time warping) algorithm.

Fig. 19. Structure of spoken command modelling and recognition
based on feature matrices and DTW matching

4.2.3. Speaker voice modelling and recognition. Typical
speaker recognition approaches emerge from pattern recogni-
tion and machine learning domains. They employ computa-
tional techniques such as GMM clustering, SVM classifica-
tion, stochastic factor analysis, probabilistic LDA and neural
networks [39]. The basic approach, called UBM-GMM, finds
GMM mixtures in the feature vector space to represent a uni-
versal background model for all speakers and models of indi-
vidual, selected speakers to be identified [40]. The GMM-SVM
approach operates on supervectors of features, resulting from a
composition of cluster representatives, to enable the SVM clas-
sifier to learn. “Joint Factor Analysis”, “i-vectors” and PLDA
methods are based on factor analysis, performed in the space
of feature supervectors (the first two methods) or i-vectors (the
PLDA method). Recently, Deep Neural Networks are demon-
strating their applicability to speaker recognition [41].

The implementation of a speaker recognition module can be
based on the open source library provided by the project AL-
IZE [37], developed at the University of Avignon under the
GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL). Besides the ba-
sic UBM-GMM implementation, the library contains also more

advanced techniques such as SVM, Nuisance Attribute Projec-
tion and Factor Analysis. However, the presented audio module
contains our own implementation of the standard UBM-GMM
approach (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20. The UBM-GMM approach to speaker modelling and recogni-
tion

4.3. Vision module implementation. The agent avision is re-
sponsible for the whole image processing and gesture recog-
nition task. Its virtual receptor rvision aggregates and processes
the data gathered from the cameras. In the processed images
(with calculated depth information) the operator’s palms are
tracked and their gestures are recognized by the control sub-
system cvision. Those are subsequently sent to the presentation
module to trigger imitations of mouse and keyboard events.

4.3.1. Image rectification. The virtual receptor rvision uses
the calibration parameters (acquired from the control subsys-
tem cvision of the agent avision provided to it by the agent avDB)
to process images acquired by the cameras. First, the distortion
is removed from the images, and then both pictures are rectified
in such a way, that a given point in space is mapped to the same
vertical coordinate in both images.

4.3.2. Depth estimation. Based on two rectified images, us-
ing the SGBM algorithm (Semi Global Block Matching, [42]),
the disparity map is calculated. The calculated differences in
pixel positions in the left and right image can then be used to
estimate the distance from the camera to each point (using the
calculated disparity value). Having the z coordinate and camera
intrinsic parameters the x and y coordinates can then be calcu-
lated.

4.3.3. Face and hand regions detection. To detect the opera-
tor the face detection algorithm is employed. For this, the well
known and widely used cascade detector is used [43]. To make
the process robust to dynamic background (with other people
moving around) out of all detected faces only the one closest to
the camera is taken into account. If the face was properly local-
ized in the previous frames, instead of time consuming redetec-
tion, it is only tracked. In the region where the face was detected
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the features of the face are subjected to a matching process, i.e.
eyes, nose, lips and chin are used [44]. This information is then
utilised to estimate the face oval, and its interior is used to cal-
culate the operator’s skin color model. The obtained skin color
model is used to segment the input image in order to find the
palms. In this case, to initialize the tracker, the operator has to
be in the calibration pose (palms at the head height) for one sec-
ond. After that both palms are tracked and re-detection is only
required, if tracking fails.

4.3.4. Static gestures. Static gestures are used by the interface
to imitate mouse events, e.g. open hand is the “neutral” gesture,
thumb up or down can trigger scrolling, fist triggers mouse drag
(holding left mouse button down) etc. Currently the interface is
prepared to recognize six static hand gestures: open hand, fist,
thumb up and down, pointing with one or two fingers (V shape).
As the control subsystem detects and tracks palm regions, it is
not necessary to implement another palm detection algorithms,
only the classifier is required. For this task, the CNN (convo-
lutional neural network) is used. This technique has proven its
efficiency in multiple vision-related tasks, from image classifi-
cation and object detection [45], through face recognition [46],
to medical applications [47].

The CNN structure resulted from the fact that we had started
from the exemplary network (TinyDarknet), provided by the au-
thor of the Darknet library [48], and subsequently modified it to
fit our needs. Palm region, cut out of a larger image, is resized to
a 50×50 pixel area and is used as the input to the network. Input
dimensions depend on the actual size of the palm in the image.
As the operator stands about 3 meters away from the camera,
the palm in the image is smaller than 100 px. Another problem
is the size of the training dataset. As this dataset is of limited
size, we have to limit the number of trainable network parame-
ters. The network contains 7 convolutional layers. Instead of the
final fully connected layer another convolution network is used
(with six filters), where each filter corresponds to one gesture.
Six planes produced by this layer are fed through the global av-
erage pooling layer, producing the volume of size 6× 1. Final
network output is produced by the softmax layer (Fig. 21). To
train the classifier about 3000 palm images were used. The data
was also further augmented (rescaled, sheared etc.).

32
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16 64
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32 64 64 6
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softmax
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Fig. 21. The structure of the neural network classifying static gestures

4.3.5. Dynamic gestures. Apart from static gestures, it is also
possible to use sequences of palm positions treating them as a
dynamic gesture (e.g. waving the hand to the left or right). To
recognize such gestures and to find the appropriate reference
trajectory in the training set the DTW (dynamic time warping)
algorithm was used [49]. Training of dynamic gestures is much
easier than the static ones. Only a small number of reference
trajectories per gesture is required (currently 5). The recognized
dynamic gesture identifiers are sent to the presentation module,
where they are translated into, for example, back and forward
keyboard codes.

Dynamic gestures are interpreted “on demand”, i.e. the op-
erator has to keep the right palm out of the work area and only
the left one is active. From that moment on, every position of
the left palm is recorded and stored in the buffer with a capac-
ity to store at the most 50 last positions. After receiving a new
frame the whole buffer is interpreted as a trajectory and DTW
is used to find the closest reference gesture. After finding the
match with the score lower than the defined threshold, the ges-
ture identifier is sent to the presentation module. To avoid mul-
tiple triggers of the same gesture in subsequent frames, there is
a one second delay after successful recognition (new positions
are recorded, but the gestures are not interpreted).

5. Tests of the interface

The tests of the interface focused on voice and gesture com-
mand execution, conducted both separately and in conjunction
on an integrated system.

5.1. Spoken command and speaker recognition tests. The
audio module has been tested in two scenarios: off-line tests in
a dominantly “closed set” scenario (only commands or speak-
ers are recognized that are registered and modelled by the audio
module), and on-line tests in an “open set” scenario (both reg-
istered and unregistered commands and speakers can appear).
Every registered speaker will be called to be genuine, while an
unregistered – an imposter.

5.1.1. Audio sample sets. Initially, samples were recorded by
3 stationary microphones and (two different) mobile micro-
phones in two sessions. In the first one, genuine speakers (11
persons: 8 men and 3 women) were recorded, while in the sec-
ond – imposter speakers (9 persons – all men). Later, in the third
recording session, samples of 22 commands were recorded by
a mobile microphone, coming from 3 speakers. Let us denote
the three datasets as follows:
• set 1: training and test samples of 10 commands, acquired

by stationary microphones. Let us further split this set into
two subsets: subset 1A contains genuine speaker samples,
while subset 1B is composed of imposter speaker samples;

• set 2: training and test samples of 10 commands recorded
by mobile microphones. Let us further split it into subset
2A that contains genuine speaker samples and subset 2B
filled with imposter speaker samples.

• set 3: training and test samples of 22 commands recorded
by a mobile microphone.
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For the subset 1A (genuine speakers, stationary micro-
phones) for every genuine speaker and every command, 12 ut-
terances were recorded by stationary microphones (at least two
times for every of the 3 different microphones used). For subset
2A (genuine speakers, mobile microphones other 9 utterances
(3 training and 6 test samples) were recorded by on-head mo-
bile microphones. In subset 1B (imposter speakers) and subset
2B each, 6 samples per command and speaker were included.
Thus, the first set (1A + 1B) contained 660 training and 660
test samples, coming from 11 genuine speakers, and 540 test
samples – from imposter speakers, while the second set (2A +
2B) contained 330 training samples and 660 test samples from
genuine speakers, and another 540 test samples from imposter
speakers.

While the purpose of sets 1 and 2 was to test and verify
the performance of both solutions – command recognition and
speaker recognition – for many different users, set 3 was ded-
icated to obtain a better statistics of the command recognition
performance for a larger number of commands and samples per
command, recorded by the mobile microphone.

The ten commands were composed of two Polish words each,
e.g.: obraz ogólny (general image), najważniejsze zagrożenia
(most important hazards), ostatnie zgłoszenia (last submission).
Commands from 7 to 10 had one word in common (“sector”)
differing only by one or two syllables of the second word (trans-
portowy, medyczny, bankowy, rządowy).

In the studied scenario, the goal of command recognition
is to support a user in the selection of choices displayed in a
window appearing on the screen (e.g. selecting folders within
a window or picking window items and manipulating them).
Obviously, the commands are application-dependent and one
dictionary may be completely replaced by another, if another
window type is visualised, but the number of choices for most
computer windows should be similar. We assume that distin-
guishing around 20 commands per window should be sufficient
for a given application.

5.1.2. Spoken command recognition (off-line tests). Every
one of the three sample sets 1A, 2A and 3 (for genuine speaker
samples) was split into two parts: the training subset and the
test subset. The split into training and test samples was as fol-
lows: for 12 samples of every command in 1A the split was 6:6,
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Fig. 22. Spoken command recognition results for the subset 1A of audio samples (stationary microphones, genuine speakers only) – rank-1
accuracy is 94.2%

for 9 samples of every command in 2A, the split was 3:6, for
20 samples of every command in dataset 3, the split was 6:14.
The subsets 1B and 2B (coming from imposter speakers) con-
tain additional test samples only. Models of spoken commands
were created, based on the training samples in this set obtained
from all the speakers.

The recognition procedure has to consider both a closed set
(test samples come from the limited set of commands) and an
open set case (test commands other than modelled can appear).
This leads us to a decision rule that combines two conditions,
each one controlled by a different threshold value. First, the
possible winner among modelled commands is selected, on the
basis of a “softmax” rule (controlled by a belief threshold).
Next, the winner is conditionally accepted, if the matching qual-
ity between the test sample and the selected model is higher
than the score threshold.

In the following, we report the maximum recognition rate -
obtained when there is no quality score threshold applied (ap-
propriate for the closed-set case) and give also detailed statistics
related to the distribution of the score threshold.

The spoken command recognition performance is evaluated
by the use of typical criteria: ROC and CMC (cumulative match
curve) are shown and EER (equal error rate) point is found at
the intersection of curves representing FRR (false acceptance
rate) and FAR (false rejection rate). In Fig. 22 this is shown for
the test set 1A, while in Fig. 23 for the entire set 1 (1A + 1B).

Using the 10-command model, established for the training
subset in dataset 1A, we obtained a 94.2% rank-1 recognition
rate for the test subsets of 1A (stationary microphones, genuine
speakers only), When test samples coming from unregistered
(i.e. imposter) speakers (subset 1B) were added, this rate has
dropped to 86.0%.

In Fig. 24 command recognition results are shown for the
test set 2A, while in Fig. 25 for the entire set 2 (2A + 2B).
With a 10-command model, established for the training subset
in dataset 2A (the mobile microphone samples), we obtained
a rank-1 recognition rate of 92.6%. When imposter samples
from subset 2B were added, the rank-1 recognition rate dropped
to 85.2%.

The point EER was found at 15.5% and 24.8%, for both cases
of the stationary microphone tests, or 15.8% and 25.4%, for
both tests of the mobile microphone.
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For the subset 1A (genuine speakers, stationary micro-
phones) for every genuine speaker and every command, 12 ut-
terances were recorded by stationary microphones (at least two
times for every of the 3 different microphones used). For subset
2A (genuine speakers, mobile microphones other 9 utterances
(3 training and 6 test samples) were recorded by on-head mo-
bile microphones. In subset 1B (imposter speakers) and subset
2B each, 6 samples per command and speaker were included.
Thus, the first set (1A + 1B) contained 660 training and 660
test samples, coming from 11 genuine speakers, and 540 test
samples – from imposter speakers, while the second set (2A +
2B) contained 330 training samples and 660 test samples from
genuine speakers, and another 540 test samples from imposter
speakers.

While the purpose of sets 1 and 2 was to test and verify
the performance of both solutions – command recognition and
speaker recognition – for many different users, set 3 was ded-
icated to obtain a better statistics of the command recognition
performance for a larger number of commands and samples per
command, recorded by the mobile microphone.

The ten commands were composed of two Polish words each,
e.g.: obraz ogólny (general image), najważniejsze zagrożenia
(most important hazards), ostatnie zgłoszenia (last submission).
Commands from 7 to 10 had one word in common (“sector”)
differing only by one or two syllables of the second word (trans-
portowy, medyczny, bankowy, rządowy).

In the studied scenario, the goal of command recognition
is to support a user in the selection of choices displayed in a
window appearing on the screen (e.g. selecting folders within
a window or picking window items and manipulating them).
Obviously, the commands are application-dependent and one
dictionary may be completely replaced by another, if another
window type is visualised, but the number of choices for most
computer windows should be similar. We assume that distin-
guishing around 20 commands per window should be sufficient
for a given application.

5.1.2. Spoken command recognition (off-line tests). Every
one of the three sample sets 1A, 2A and 3 (for genuine speaker
samples) was split into two parts: the training subset and the
test subset. The split into training and test samples was as fol-
lows: for 12 samples of every command in 1A the split was 6:6,
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Fig. 22. Spoken command recognition results for the subset 1A of audio samples (stationary microphones, genuine speakers only) – rank-1
accuracy is 94.2%

for 9 samples of every command in 2A, the split was 3:6, for
20 samples of every command in dataset 3, the split was 6:14.
The subsets 1B and 2B (coming from imposter speakers) con-
tain additional test samples only. Models of spoken commands
were created, based on the training samples in this set obtained
from all the speakers.

The recognition procedure has to consider both a closed set
(test samples come from the limited set of commands) and an
open set case (test commands other than modelled can appear).
This leads us to a decision rule that combines two conditions,
each one controlled by a different threshold value. First, the
possible winner among modelled commands is selected, on the
basis of a “softmax” rule (controlled by a belief threshold).
Next, the winner is conditionally accepted, if the matching qual-
ity between the test sample and the selected model is higher
than the score threshold.

In the following, we report the maximum recognition rate -
obtained when there is no quality score threshold applied (ap-
propriate for the closed-set case) and give also detailed statistics
related to the distribution of the score threshold.

The spoken command recognition performance is evaluated
by the use of typical criteria: ROC and CMC (cumulative match
curve) are shown and EER (equal error rate) point is found at
the intersection of curves representing FRR (false acceptance
rate) and FAR (false rejection rate). In Fig. 22 this is shown for
the test set 1A, while in Fig. 23 for the entire set 1 (1A + 1B).

Using the 10-command model, established for the training
subset in dataset 1A, we obtained a 94.2% rank-1 recognition
rate for the test subsets of 1A (stationary microphones, genuine
speakers only), When test samples coming from unregistered
(i.e. imposter) speakers (subset 1B) were added, this rate has
dropped to 86.0%.

In Fig. 24 command recognition results are shown for the
test set 2A, while in Fig. 25 for the entire set 2 (2A + 2B).
With a 10-command model, established for the training subset
in dataset 2A (the mobile microphone samples), we obtained
a rank-1 recognition rate of 92.6%. When imposter samples
from subset 2B were added, the rank-1 recognition rate dropped
to 85.2%.

The point EER was found at 15.5% and 24.8%, for both cases
of the stationary microphone tests, or 15.8% and 25.4%, for
both tests of the mobile microphone.
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Fig. 23. Spoken command recognition results for the entire set 1 of audio samples (stationary microphones, both genuine and imposter speakers)
– rank-1 accuracy is 86.0%
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Fig. 24. Spoken command recognition results for the subset 2A of audio samples (mobile microphones, genuine speakers only) – rank-1 accuracy
is 92.6%
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Fig. 25. Spoken command recognition results for the entire set 2 of audio samples (mobile microphones, both genuine and imposter speakers) –
rank-1 accuracy is 85.2%

The recognition errors mainly stem from commands no. 7
and no. 10, which differ from the commands no. 9 and no. 8
only by single syllables. These dependencies between com-
mands lead to an empiric parametrisation of class weights for
the sensor fusion process.

The influence of a higher number of registered commands
on the recognition rate can be illustrated by results obtained
for the dataset 3 (Fig. 26). The rank-1 recognition rate reached
is 90.6%, while the EER point was established at 0.176 (i.e

17.6%). Both numbers represent only a small drop in the qual-
ity of the results, when compared with the results obtained for
the 10-command dictionary.

The above test results lead us to the strategy of setting the
score threshold sufficiently high, in order to reduce the expected
false acceptance rate to, let us say, 1%. Then the false rejection
rate is expected to be in the range of 25–30%. This requires
from the user careful pronunciation of commands and some-
times their repetition (infrequently).
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Fig. 26. Spoken command recognition results for the dataset 3 of audio samples (mobile microphones, 22 commands) – rank-1 accuracy is 90.6%

5.1.3. On-line command recognition tests. The on-line
recognition tests were conducted under live signal acquisition
conditions by three unregistered persons. They have not con-
tributed to any of the models – neither the command nor the
speaker model. Every unregistered user has spoken every com-
mand 10 times to every of the three microphones (two station-
ary and one mobile).

In this “closed-set” case (“closed” with respect to the com-
mand dictionary) the acceptance rate observed, when the accep-
tance threshold was set according to the EER point, was 82%
for the stationary microphones and 73% for the mobile one.
This is in line with the command recognition rate of ca. 75%
observed for the EER point in the off-line tests with datasets 1
and 2.

5.1.4. Speaker recognition results.Preliminary tests have
shown, that making speaker recognition decisions on the base
of a single command leads to a relatively high error rate. Thus,
a procedure that accumulates speaker identification scores over
the time of several commands was implemented. In particular,
the first decision is made after the evaluation of 3 commands.
Up to 10 past command scores are accumulated by the decision
procedure. Hence, when 30 genuine test samples are available
for every single speaker, up to 28 identification decisions will
be generated.

The voice recognition procedure is of type “classification
with an open set of speakers”. It first selects the winner from
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Fig. 27. Speaker recognition results for the dataset 1 of audio samples (stationary microphones, 11 genuine and 9 imposter speakers, modelling
based on 10 commands) – rank-1 genuine accuracy is 100%

among possible registered candidates and unknown speakers
represented by the UBM. Now a relative distance threshold is
used in the final acceptance step. Thus, three possible results of
a single recognition process are distinguished: failure, no de-
cision, acceptance. If for a given test sample the selected best
model is in fact the true genuine speaker model, then a fail-
ure cannot be generated. But still a no decision result is possi-
ble. In order to get the acceptance answer, the actual distance
of current sample to the selected genuine speaker model must
be shorter than the distance to the UBM model by several per-
cent. In practice, we also experimented with a second distance
threshold, created for a ”softmax”-like decision. Here, the dis-
tances of the current sample to those of all of the registered
users are combined into a single distribution and a relative dis-
tance to the winning model must significantly differ from the
average distance.

In Fig. 27 speaker recognition results are shown for the test-
set 1, while in Fig. 28 similar results are presented for the test-
set 2. We are not presenting the results for the genuine subsets
1A and 2A, as they were perfect from the point of view of the
recognition rate. With both genuine and imposter speakers the
rank-1 (genuine) recognition rates were (again) 100% (for sta-
tionary microphones) and 91% (for mobile microphones). The
EER points were found at 6.9% and 12.2%, respectively.

Relative scores are evaluated, between the genuine user score
and the UBM model score (e.g. the ratio between the distance
of the test sample to the UBM model and the distance of the
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Fig. 26. Spoken command recognition results for the dataset 3 of audio samples (mobile microphones, 22 commands) – rank-1 accuracy is 90.6%

5.1.3. On-line command recognition tests. The on-line
recognition tests were conducted under live signal acquisition
conditions by three unregistered persons. They have not con-
tributed to any of the models – neither the command nor the
speaker model. Every unregistered user has spoken every com-
mand 10 times to every of the three microphones (two station-
ary and one mobile).

In this “closed-set” case (“closed” with respect to the com-
mand dictionary) the acceptance rate observed, when the accep-
tance threshold was set according to the EER point, was 82%
for the stationary microphones and 73% for the mobile one.
This is in line with the command recognition rate of ca. 75%
observed for the EER point in the off-line tests with datasets 1
and 2.

5.1.4. Speaker recognition results.Preliminary tests have
shown, that making speaker recognition decisions on the base
of a single command leads to a relatively high error rate. Thus,
a procedure that accumulates speaker identification scores over
the time of several commands was implemented. In particular,
the first decision is made after the evaluation of 3 commands.
Up to 10 past command scores are accumulated by the decision
procedure. Hence, when 30 genuine test samples are available
for every single speaker, up to 28 identification decisions will
be generated.

The voice recognition procedure is of type “classification
with an open set of speakers”. It first selects the winner from
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Fig. 27. Speaker recognition results for the dataset 1 of audio samples (stationary microphones, 11 genuine and 9 imposter speakers, modelling
based on 10 commands) – rank-1 genuine accuracy is 100%

among possible registered candidates and unknown speakers
represented by the UBM. Now a relative distance threshold is
used in the final acceptance step. Thus, three possible results of
a single recognition process are distinguished: failure, no de-
cision, acceptance. If for a given test sample the selected best
model is in fact the true genuine speaker model, then a fail-
ure cannot be generated. But still a no decision result is possi-
ble. In order to get the acceptance answer, the actual distance
of current sample to the selected genuine speaker model must
be shorter than the distance to the UBM model by several per-
cent. In practice, we also experimented with a second distance
threshold, created for a ”softmax”-like decision. Here, the dis-
tances of the current sample to those of all of the registered
users are combined into a single distribution and a relative dis-
tance to the winning model must significantly differ from the
average distance.

In Fig. 27 speaker recognition results are shown for the test-
set 1, while in Fig. 28 similar results are presented for the test-
set 2. We are not presenting the results for the genuine subsets
1A and 2A, as they were perfect from the point of view of the
recognition rate. With both genuine and imposter speakers the
rank-1 (genuine) recognition rates were (again) 100% (for sta-
tionary microphones) and 91% (for mobile microphones). The
EER points were found at 6.9% and 12.2%, respectively.

Relative scores are evaluated, between the genuine user score
and the UBM model score (e.g. the ratio between the distance
of the test sample to the UBM model and the distance of the
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Fig. 28. Speaker recognition results for the dataset 2 of audio samples (mobile microphones, 11 genuine and 9 imposter speakers, modelling
based on 10 commands) – rank-1 genuine accuracy is 91%

test sample to the speaker model). The average value for all
test s amples is 1.059 for the test set 1 and 1.064 for the test
set 2. In other words, the genuine scores exceeded the UBM
scores by 5.9% – 6.4%. The relative distance of the “genuine”
model to the “imposter” models has nearly always been greater
than the one to the UBM distance. It ranged from 1.047 do
1.164, whereas the distance to UBM was found to be from
1.023 to 1.092.

5.1.5. Deep learning in speech recognition. Current research
in audio signal processing is dominated by deep neural network
techniques. We have started our work with a CNN deep net-
work (e.g. VGG16) for spectrogram data processing, with the
idea preferably to apply it in the context of speaker recognition.
By learning from scratch or applying the transfer learning tech-
nique to an existing model (a CIFAR10 model [50] additionally
trained on several hundreds of audiobooks, made available by
the Librivox service embedding vectors have been created for
either a complete command spectrogram of for selected part
of sequences representing phonemes. For final speaker recog-
nition, a multi-class SVM classifier has been learned using the
scikit-learn package. The overall results were unsatisfactory:
the system could learn only up to five classes (speakers), while
the recognition rates for a closed-set of five speakers were well
below the rates achieved by our classic approach for 11 speak-
ers. For set 1 the best genuine recognition rate was 87% and
76% for test 2. This is worse by 13–15% than our classic case
results, reported above.

In this work both audio and video modules were required
to work robustly, while being trained on small data sets only,
and had to be implemented without third-party libraries, in or-
der to assure a practical verification of the proposed system de-
sign concept. Thus, classic techniques have been preferred here.
Nevertheless, in our future work a phoneme coder is going to
be developed, that makes the audio module more versatile and
of universal use. For this purpose, we expect to apply a CNN
network for phoneme classification and also use large speech
datasets (for example Voceleb2 [51]).

5.2. Gesture recognition tests. The gesture recognition part
of the system, recognizes dynamic gestures using pre-existing,

well-tested solution. Because of that, this section focuses only
on testing static gesture recognition (Fig. 29). The CNN was
trained using a set composed of more than 3000 original ges-
ture images. Testing was done using a set of other almost 2000
images. Both sets were acquired from three different operators
in two recording sessions. The images had been gathered as
a video sequence, what resulted in subsequent images being
similar to each other. In consequence, training data had much
smaller variability than it seemed from just looking at its size.

Fig. 29. Sample static gestures

The training was done with the Adam optimizer, with the
learning rate of 0.001 and the categorical cross entropy loss.
The training process is presented in Fig. 30. After 15 epochs
the network reached more than 97% accuracy on the training
set and scored 95.7% accuracy on the testing set. The confusion
matrix for the testing dataset, along with the CMC curve, are
presented in Fig. 31.
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Apart from accuracy testing using image datasets, live tests
were performed to confirm the proper functioning of the gesture
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Fig. 31. Top: confusion matrix for static gesture recognition: rows
present actual classes and columns represent recognition results. Bot-

tom: CMC plot for the process (accuracy: 95.7%)

recognition system in connection with the presentation mod-
ule. During this trial, the operator was asked to execute some
operations, similar to those conventionally performed using a
computer mouse. Those operations were, e.g., to navigate on a
map (zoom, scroll, rotate), browse some web pages presented
in multiple tabs and navigate between them, navigate in a text
etc. All of the implemented functions worked as expected, but
the users had some suggestions, pertaining mainly to the com-
fort of use. Standing in front of the screen with hands up for
longer periods is tiring and the hands quickly become numb.
This problem can be solved by defining the operating area in
such a way that rising hands will not be necessary. Moreover,
the gesture recognition mode of operation of the interface is not
the only one intended for use by the operator. It is assumed that
it will be used as supplementary input.

Another possible problem discovered during tests are spuri-
ous actions caused by unintended gestures done by the operator
gesticulating while talking to others. This could be solved by
checking whether the user is facing the screen or not, by ei-
ther detecting the head orientation or gaze tracking techniques
(e.g. [52]).

There is also a possibility to extend the vision system by pro-
viding face recognition software [53] to aid the operator iden-

tification process. Information from the vision system can ad-
ditionally support voice recognition. It can be used to narrow
down the choice of possible voice models, based on the rec-
ognized face (making the speaker recognition faster or even
changing the task from recognition to only verification). It can
also be used to keep track of the user’s identity during periods
of silence, so that operator change can be detected, which in
turn can reset the user recognition system.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a multimodal interface for controlling the
visualization of the security data collected by the National Cy-
bersecurity Platform. The interface specification is based on
an embodied agent methodology, hence demonstrating that the
methodology used to design robotic systems is also useful for
designing non-robotic ones. The network of cooperating agents
renders the structure of the designed system open. This enables
a relatively simple extension of the structure, and thus increases
its capabilities, e.g. new modes of communication with the in-
terface such as head or face-based gestures or other biometric
modalities can be appended. In addition, the current modes can
be extended by adding new voice commands and gestures.

The methodology based on embodied agents used to design
the system proved its effectiveness. The resulting system speci-
fication, relying on the separation of concerns paradigm, signif-
icantly facilitated its implementation. The multi-layer system
decomposition into: modules, agents, FSMs and behaviours
simplified the division of labour between the members of the
implementation team, thus reducing the time necessary to ob-
tain a working system.

The advantage of having a multimodal interface to a cyber-
security platform, that employs recognition of speech signals
and images, is the alleviation of the strain that the operators
are subjected to during their daily work, which eventually leads
to musculoskeletal disorders. Moreover, such an interface can
authenticate the users. Currently only voice authentication has
been implemented. Face recognition is subject to further work.
In comparison to the use of customary input devices this bio-
metric feature is a significant benefit.

Currently, the interface is subjected to testing. The exper-
iments showed high effectiveness of the gesture recognition
procedure. An innovative element of the audio module is that
it combines spoken command recognition with trusted speaker
recognition in one module. This enables the identification of the
speaker, or just the determination whether the speaker is a man
or a woman. Hence, the command recognition unit can use a
dedicated model for every registered speaker or separate models
for women and men. The test results clearly indicate that the ef-
fectiveness of the command recognition significantly increases
when using a dedicated speaker model or an assigned gender
model. Because we cannot expect to have large collections of
samples obtained from different speakers, therefore, to improve
the recognition rates (for spoken commands) and the score mar-
gins (in speaker recognition), the best parameter settings (e.g.,
number of features, feature weights) are chosen experimentally.
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recognition system in connection with the presentation mod-
ule. During this trial, the operator was asked to execute some
operations, similar to those conventionally performed using a
computer mouse. Those operations were, e.g., to navigate on a
map (zoom, scroll, rotate), browse some web pages presented
in multiple tabs and navigate between them, navigate in a text
etc. All of the implemented functions worked as expected, but
the users had some suggestions, pertaining mainly to the com-
fort of use. Standing in front of the screen with hands up for
longer periods is tiring and the hands quickly become numb.
This problem can be solved by defining the operating area in
such a way that rising hands will not be necessary. Moreover,
the gesture recognition mode of operation of the interface is not
the only one intended for use by the operator. It is assumed that
it will be used as supplementary input.

Another possible problem discovered during tests are spuri-
ous actions caused by unintended gestures done by the operator
gesticulating while talking to others. This could be solved by
checking whether the user is facing the screen or not, by ei-
ther detecting the head orientation or gaze tracking techniques
(e.g. [52]).

There is also a possibility to extend the vision system by pro-
viding face recognition software [53] to aid the operator iden-

tification process. Information from the vision system can ad-
ditionally support voice recognition. It can be used to narrow
down the choice of possible voice models, based on the rec-
ognized face (making the speaker recognition faster or even
changing the task from recognition to only verification). It can
also be used to keep track of the user’s identity during periods
of silence, so that operator change can be detected, which in
turn can reset the user recognition system.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a multimodal interface for controlling the
visualization of the security data collected by the National Cy-
bersecurity Platform. The interface specification is based on
an embodied agent methodology, hence demonstrating that the
methodology used to design robotic systems is also useful for
designing non-robotic ones. The network of cooperating agents
renders the structure of the designed system open. This enables
a relatively simple extension of the structure, and thus increases
its capabilities, e.g. new modes of communication with the in-
terface such as head or face-based gestures or other biometric
modalities can be appended. In addition, the current modes can
be extended by adding new voice commands and gestures.

The methodology based on embodied agents used to design
the system proved its effectiveness. The resulting system speci-
fication, relying on the separation of concerns paradigm, signif-
icantly facilitated its implementation. The multi-layer system
decomposition into: modules, agents, FSMs and behaviours
simplified the division of labour between the members of the
implementation team, thus reducing the time necessary to ob-
tain a working system.

The advantage of having a multimodal interface to a cyber-
security platform, that employs recognition of speech signals
and images, is the alleviation of the strain that the operators
are subjected to during their daily work, which eventually leads
to musculoskeletal disorders. Moreover, such an interface can
authenticate the users. Currently only voice authentication has
been implemented. Face recognition is subject to further work.
In comparison to the use of customary input devices this bio-
metric feature is a significant benefit.

Currently, the interface is subjected to testing. The exper-
iments showed high effectiveness of the gesture recognition
procedure. An innovative element of the audio module is that
it combines spoken command recognition with trusted speaker
recognition in one module. This enables the identification of the
speaker, or just the determination whether the speaker is a man
or a woman. Hence, the command recognition unit can use a
dedicated model for every registered speaker or separate models
for women and men. The test results clearly indicate that the ef-
fectiveness of the command recognition significantly increases
when using a dedicated speaker model or an assigned gender
model. Because we cannot expect to have large collections of
samples obtained from different speakers, therefore, to improve
the recognition rates (for spoken commands) and the score mar-
gins (in speaker recognition), the best parameter settings (e.g.,
number of features, feature weights) are chosen experimentally.
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Currently the audio agent is being enhanced to make it more
universal, i.e. applicable to other domains, and moreover, to
limit the training sample acquisition requirements. A phoneme
coder is being designed and a phonetic transcription and pho-
netic modelling of commands is under development. Deep-
learning based techniques will be employed at acoustic level
(i.e. for feature extraction) in command recognition, but also
will be applied to speaker modelling and speaker recogni-
tion. Components of the current system (performing feature
extraction and speaker modelling/recognition) are going to be
replaced by ANNs – preferably CNNs and recurrent DNNs.
Keyword-based speaker recognition is assumed to be fused with
text-independent speaker recognition, whenever applicable in
the given domain.

Gesture recognition system, in the presented form, is good
enough for the task that it was initially defined for. The list of
dynamic gestures is easily extendible by providing a few train-
ing samples of the new gesture. Static gesture classifier, on the
other hand, relies heavily on big training datasets. This makes it
hard to extend with new gestures, if the target operator decides
to do so. One of the planned extensions is to use the intermedi-
ate stage for static gesture recognition, relying on hand-pose de-
tection (detection of 21 hand joints for palm and fingers). Based
on this we can build the actual gesture recognition on top of
joint positions. For the first part (joint detection) we can use one
of the available networks (e.g. Google Mediapipe). The second
stage can be implemented as a pure classifier, with joint posi-
tions treated as a (small) feature vector. This approach would
enable the operator to extend the system with new gestures by
showing just a few examples (less than twenty is planned).
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